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The problem of confinement in QCD concentrates our consideration 

on the dynamics of strong interaction at long distances. The effec

tive constant of QCD grows at long distances, and now 110 microscopic 

theory does exist in this region. The QCD sum rules/ 1,2/ permit one 

to investigate some dynamical propcrties of hadrons. However, the 

elastic hadron scattering cannot be invcst~gated on the basis of this 

method. Therefore different models for description of hadron interac

tions at large distances are developed which are based on the general 

quantum field theory princlples(analyticity, unitarity, and so OIl). 

They must take into accoun1. basic inforlllation about the hadron struc
ture as a compound system with a central part region where 1.he va

lence quarks are concentrated and a 10ng-distw1ce region where the 

coulor-singlet quark-gluon field occurs. 

We want to note that full summa1.ion àf long-distance contribu

tions must be carried out because of a luree magnitude of the strong

interaction coupling constant. The rnost consistent solution of this 

prot.>lem c an be done on the basis of t he Loguno v-él'a vkhe Lf.dz e quasipo"

tential method/J/ . 

In this paper we shall investigate high-energy pion-nucleon and 

kaon-nucleon scattering in a wide reGion of momentum transfers. It 

will be shown that taking long-distance effects into account permits 

us to determine from an uni que point of ví.ow the amplitude af 1it"p 
arrd r<t P scattering. As a r ccuLt, different properties of high 

eue i-gy rneson-nucleon scattering are e xp La.í.n ed and the corresponden

cc to nucleon-nucleon scattering i8 Sl10M). AlI th1s permits us to 

conclude that a uni que picture i8 obtained for the" hadron processes 

at high and superhigh"energies on the basis of the model of hadron 

interaction which takes into account the nucleon structure at long 

distances. Let us investigate thc -t -channal 'singulari ty structure 

of the scattering amplitude in oder to define diagrains wh1ch deter

mine the high energy dynamics of strong interaction at long distan

ces. 

The Born term of the scat te:cing amplitude can be represented as 

1 II~rr,.t.ibl1fUHhil~ lmCTDTyt 
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a sum of	 * and U -channal contributions:
 

T (SJi)u) = T(~, t.) -t rp(~)u), (1)
 

where rr ($ ,i.) arid T (;:;, u ) have diffraction maximo. at forward 

"and backward direction, respectively. Amplitudes (1) decrease rapid

ly wi th growing li I and lu I. This permits us to represent them in 

the following integral form: 
00	 1:; 

Tr$)iJ = Sol.x SJt(s)x)e 
X 

»	 (2 ) 
o
1	 xU

T(~Ju) = jc1x 9u($,x) e . 
2

In this case for hard processes the region of small O < Xc 1 GeV

is essential. Po r soft processes t hc maí.n contributi'on comes frorn the 

region X ~ 1 GeV- 1• Vie can take into account only the -t. -channal 

contribution in (1) when li J/ p c 1. 

The density funttion J>t (S,X) can Le calculated by using the
 

inverse Laplace transformation: ._
 

o (s X) == :. Scli- «" T($,t).
.rt' 2.111,.-.00 

The integration contour can be removed to the positive ~ -region. 

As a result, we have: 

(J)
00 

P (~/X) =5! SdieK

"':Jm1. Tfs,t) + (pole term 
to , -to	 contributions). 

Representation (3) can be easily obtained from the dispertion rela


tions for the scattering amplitude at fixed ~
 

It may be considered as a sum rule for determining 
the 50ft part of the density function with the use 
of the calculated imaginary p ar-t of the amplitude rr ( P, t) on the 

t -channel cu t , In the region of -t - fixed, defined by the parti cle 

interaction at distances of an order of the hadron size, the density 

function is essentially contributed by X ~ 1 GeV-!!. The factor 

exp (- Xi;) permits us to take into accourrt only the nearest -t 
channel singularities. So, in the unitarity condition we ta.ke accolUlt 

onl~ of two-pion elastic contributions. Keeping the pole term in one 

amplitude in the unitarity condition and the asymptotic term in 

other, we obtain that the essential contribution to J'm-t. rr ($,-t) 

2 

comes from triangle diagrams (Fig.1). They are connected with the 

pion meson-cloud of hadron and determined by the hadron structure at 

large distances. It can be shown from (J) that the triangle contribu

tion completely determines the eikonal phase ehaviour at distancesI. 

f ~ 5	 GeV-
1 

1
Of course, a t distances .9 ~ :1./2 /"f:li r.J 4 GeV- we must take in

to account the inelastic contriLutions with four, six, and more pi 

ons in the -t: -channal and the contrilJutions wi th heavy mesons. The 

estimations of these effects are very difficult. But they have a 

central character and their contrioution can be determined as a func

tion with free parameters. 

So, the scattering amplitude c[m Le decomposed into two parts: 

T(s,i.) = Te (~,-t.) -f ?P (~,t.), (4) 

where rrc. contans a central part of interaction and is determined 

phenornenologically, 1'J7p is a peripheral part. of interaction deter

mined by the triangle contributions with two-meson exchange in the 

-t -channal. The simplest spinless variant of this model describes 

0.11 known properties of hadron scattering in a wide momentum trans

fer region a t 1ST{ energie~/5/ in o. un í qu e way. The mod e L leads to 

the scattering amplitude which is ruI analytic function of ~ • It 

leads to the energy and ~ -dependence of the diffraction peak slope 

at small t . The differential cross section in the model has one 

diffraction minimum. The small slope of differention cross sections 

ut large t is dete;mined lJy the r-ad.fus of 't h e' central part of in

teraction wh ch is of order 0.5 f'rn , In the case of Jj-P -scatterí 

ing at PL = 200 GeV the model predicts the diffraction minimum at 

J.5 < Itl I( 4.2 GeV2• This resul t VlUS confirmed experimentally/6/. 

The model generalizution to the spin particles was done in/7/ 

(meson-nucleon case). It wns showu t hn t in this case in diagram (1) 

there appears the term with additional I/S""' 

111 this case we have for the helicity meson-nucleon amplitude 

in the Born approximation: 

~~(Sli)'" ~(S,1:;); TI- ($,-t)"-' ~[~'c(t$lt)-+a($,tJ]... 

'" VFtIr:i.(~,t),	 (5) 
$';'00 

where g( $ , t ), cl... ( ~ , -é) , Q ( ~ , t) slowly depend on energy. 
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'I'hus , the strong Lnt eruct í.on a t long distances leads to the 
dynem.í ca.L rnecho.nism of t he slow enecgy depondence of spin cffects. 

'I'he dimensional paramc t ers de t ermining the magnitude of these spin 
effects are masses of 0.11 Lnt er-mid i a t e nucLeori state and masses of 

scat t er.í.ng nucleons wh í.ch contri bute to the oi. (rJ,-t.) ampli tude / 7I. 
Vihen we cnlculate ano t h er reaction only the amplitude M in diag

ram of Fig. 1 is changed. 30, we conclude that the structure of the 
meson-cloud contribution to the helicity-flip amplitude (5) is simi

lar for different hadron reactions, and the terrns containing an ad

ditional ~ factor must be in the amplitude of any reactions, 

independently of the -t -channal exchange in amplitude M (Fig.1). 

nucleon	 nucleÇ)Jl 

hadron 

ha~} 

li' i g. 1.	 The contribution of two-pion exchange into the hadron
hadron interaction at long distances. 

As e. result, the slow eneI'gy dependence in polarization rnust hold in 
a wide class of hadron reactions, including the charge exchange pro

cesses 1j-P", 'Jio Yl, 1\ -p- ~ '" J ••• , inclusive hadron r-eac t Loria 

e.g. pp -+ I\X , and 80 on , The slowly energy-dependent polariza
tion is obseI'ved expeI'imentally in inclusive reactions. However, 

further theoretical and experimental investigations in this directi 
on are necessary. 

Summation of'long-distance effects on the basis of quasipoten
tial equation leads to the eikonal representation for the meson-nuc
leon helicity amplitudes: 

, 00 

T++ (~lt)="P ~5'cI.f' Jofpll)[ i - e- X(f,S)J, 
(6) 

.4 

00 -	 -- 'X{f,$)
'1+-($,t )=: p 5pJp J~{pl1) 'X.t(P,S) e J 

o 
wh ez-e the expressions for the eikonal phases ;t. (fI S) and 'K:J (p,$) 
contain the quasipotentials 8 ($ I r) D (~J t"') J oi.(p, ,..)I 

and a growing as ~ term in X(P,S) 171 

The eikonal representation (7) will be used foI' the descrip
tion of experimental data for Ji'± P and 1(1: P scattering. The 

estimations show that because of smallness of ol(~, r) the growing 

as VS' term in the eikonal phase '%(f,$) is essential at 

1/"ff1 ~ 200 GeV and unimportant at exp er-Lrnerrta.l Ly available energies. 
The contri bution a. cs, -6) det ermines the decreasing with energy 

part of the helicity-flip amplitude. This term can be omitted at 

E:l > 50 GeV. As a result, in the energy region 50~ El~ 400 GeV in 
which we analyse the meson-nucleon scattering only the amplitude 

7++ (~/-t) c an be taken Ln t o ac coun t , This amplitude has a 
standard form (6) with 

:t (f, S) = z c cs. ~) -f ~P (f, s) . 
1et us approximate the calculated in the model peripher~l paI't 

of the eikonal phase z p by the f orrn which is s í.mí Lar to t hat of 

P p -scattering: 

,-.J h ( P~ )f - "'p(S) v!t(S)t-p1.'l J e-f1J~)Vf}IS)+-t/7'
Xp(p,s)::: p Op(S)+f'~Le +nlt$ '1. 

(7) 
'I'he parameters in (7) depend on energy as follows: 

/'1p(S) = ~~ I~(s) ). ~p ($) z: .g:t. /ae($) j J-1Q~ (S).= "~/~{$) 

ar: ($) = [1. '+01. (~~ - (~%)]~. (8) 

From the model calculations we have obtained the following values 

for the effective rnasses ft.t , P l ' effective radius gd and 
constant hp and h a,s 

IJ -·11ft 1.17 GeV; )12 = 0.44 GeV; Ó ~ = 2.32 GeV 

h p ... 0.11 GeV t h cq; = 0.2. 

The pe.rameter cJ... determines the total cross section growt h; In our 

model ~ = 0.1. This is an average value for different reactions. 

1he contribution of heavy nucleon states to diagI'am (Fig. 1) 
will be taken into account php'1omenologically by including the pa

5 
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rameter 8pinto the peripheral part of the eikonal phase: 

-v Jip _ n 1ip::;; .
Np -flP A-p 

The 'central part contribution to the eikonal phas e is determined as 
in the proton-protan case and has the form/8 / : 

~c (f, s ) = hc exp (-ftc(S) t/ee($)+ .9'2.'). (9) 

where the effective rnas s f1<::. and effective radius t; have the 
Brune energy dependence as /'4 p and, ~ P • Mo s t of the experimen
tal data 8;re in a low-ellergy region.To obtain a quantitativa descrip
tion af these data, we rnust include in our ccna.í.der-at Lon the .1/1/S"' 
part af the helisity-non-flup amplitude, For simplicity we assume 

that t ne cross-add and cross-even terms of j/~ part of the eikonal 
phase are similar and determined by the peripheral effects. As a re
sult, we obtain: 

r.-p _ 8+,'A r<» 
J'i-tp'_ A-+~B:;Y ;:t9vr - Vf' 1tp ' (10)Z i/Vf' - Vff1 ;oV p ) 

The parameters af the cBntral part of interaction and pe~ame

ters A and B were calculated fram the experimental àatu on ~tp 

reaction/9- 13/ ( 't 2./Z~::: :f) 03) : 

fi s: (25: OS .r2,3)GeV ). B = (3:t, 85":t2,S)GeV 

Ttphc ::: 3, O '1 ± 0,2.3 " ~ p =i) O"'" :j o,O '" ( 11 ) 

-,
ftc. : (1.)041 ±o,O~)GeV'; bc z: (:1.,83:t o,og)GeV. 

In the case af kaon-nucleon scattering the long-distance part 
of interactions is determined from the same diagram (Fig. 1) with 
the amplitude M:Ji~ • So, we have approximately: 

Q Up rvz,<p (J? Z'p'p	 (12) 

Let us assume that the central part of ~d(P i8 in form similar 

to Xc.":Ji. P • As a result t in the case of HP -scattering from the 

analysis of experimental data only the effective constant h~P in 

(9·). ooefficient art(p (12) and parameters A', B' in (10) were 

determined. Quantitative desçription of experimental data/ 11- 13/ 

( 'X?/ Xi. = 1 ,27 for the number of experimental point IV = 2)0) 

was obtained for the following parameters. 

~ 

:11 

;'iip-:- 'ii+r p 

-:1
I 

I,	 P=2OGeV
t~t'" I 

~~-
~ 

50GeV 

\~(0'o~__! ?~ I 
\ I ~ I - _
\ I - _ 

l000GeV 

l 3 4	 ; <3 1 8 9 -ro 
I ti (GeV ) 

F i g. 2.	 The differential eross sections of Jji"p elastic scatter

ing. fi t for :rr-p, Pt.. c Sp GeV, 

200 GeV. anel predictions for p,- = 20 GeV 

and p~ c 1000 GeV. -predictions for
1ip-scattering lexperimental data for :TI-p -scattering/9,1?/ 

A =(S.67 t o , 0 6 ) c.. e V TI = (15.27 ! 0.1 6) c.. e V 
rtp

h~ = 3.73 ! o. os: ~p= 0.63! o.v i : 

1 
Thus, eonsistent account of the interaction at long distances 

permi ts a quanti tati ve description of Jí:tp and t(:f:p scat ter

ing. 
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F i g. 3. The dirrerential cross sections for H:!'P -elastic 

scattering. - - fi t for I-< ·tp , P =50 GeV, 

PL = 200 GeV and predictions for PL = 20 GeV and li: 
300 GeV. - - - - - predictions for I< -P -scat
tering. (Experimental data: 4 - H-p ( PL = 20 GeV); 

[J - Htp (PL = 50 GeV); it'- - '~+p (" PI.. = 200 GeV)). 

If can be seen (Fig. 2,3) that the diffraction minima are in 

the aarne momentum-transfer region Ii; I "'" q GeV 2. for both meson 

-nucleon reactions. This result is due to the same form bf the eiko

nal phase obtained in the model for pion-nucleon and kaon-nucleon re

actions. The crossing-odd part of i/~ term of the eikonal phase 

is different in 1i:t p arid f( t P scattering. This p ar t is suf

ficiently sma Ll, in 'Ji'í p and large in H.:t P - scattering. The 

ratio of crossing-odd and crossing even parta of 1/~ terms of the 

scattering amplitudes are the following 

RJitp r~ l{f p= -0.15; 0 .. 46. 

8 

I 
, I 

As a result, Vle arr í, ve at a different behaviour of the rat Lo 

'p(~IO) = ReTfl((JJO)/ .i; rr(~, o) 

I (see Fig.4) and differential cross-sections at the diffraction-mini
I mum region for Ji:±" p and I{± p scattering (Fig.s.2 and 3). 
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the elastic forward amplitu

de.
 

The behaviour of the diffraction peak slope parameter is univer

sal for all hadron reactions. The diffraction peak slope dependa on 

~ and ~ in the whole momentum transfer region for meson-nucleon 
and nucleon-nucleon reaction. 

So, we can conclude that a self-consistent picture of the mesori 
-nucleon and nucleon-nucleon scattering has been found in this papel' 

on the basis of the dynamical model which takes into accowlt the nuc
leon structure at long distances. As ~result, the quantitative des

cription of different properties of hadron elastic reactions is ob
tained. 

We hope that consistent summation of the long-distance contribu
tion to the hadronic interaction with the particle spin taken into 

i account permita us to explain different effects in other high-energy 
hadron scattering processes at amall angles. 

The authors express their deep gratitude to V.A.M~tveev, V.A.Me

:1 s~cheryakov,. A.N.Tavkhelidze for interest in the work and useful re
:~} marks , 
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PaccMorpeno yrrpyroe rruon-HyKnonnoe H Kaon-nyKnonnoe pacceH
HHe rrp11 BhiCOKHx :mepnmx B w11poKoi1 o6nacru rrepegaq 11Mrrynhca. ITo
KaJano, 'ITO y11eT B3al1MO,!l;eHCTBI1H Ha 60J1bllli1X paCCTOHHI1HX IT03BOJ1HeT 
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BeTCTBHe HYKJ10H·HYKJ10HHOMy pacceHH1110. 3To IT03BOJ1fleT C,!l;eJlaTb Bh!BO,!l; 
0 rronyl!eHHH e,!l;HI!OH KapT11Hhl a.,n:pOHHb!X rrpOL\eCCOB rrp11 BbiCOKI1X 11 CBepx
BbiCOKI1X 3Hepr11HX B paMKaX rrpe,!l;JlO)f(eHHOH MO,!l;eJ1H a,!l;pOH-a,!l;pOHHOrO 
B3al1MO,!l;eiicTBHfl, Y'!HThiBaiOu~eil crpyKrypy HyKnoHa Ha 6onbWI1X paccroH
Hl1f!X. 

Pa6ora BhmonHeHa B Jla6oparop11u reoperuqecKoil q:m3UK11 OlUUI. 
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Goloskokov S.V., Kuleshov S.P., Selyugin O.V. 

Elastic Hadron Scattering and Nucleon Structure 

E2-86-495 

High-energy pion-nucleon and kaon-nucleon scattering is investigated 
in a wide range of momenum transfer. It is shown that taking into account 
of long-distance effects permits to determine from a unique point of view 
the amplitude of 1r±p and K±p scattering. As a result, different properties 
of high energy meson-nucleon scattering are shown. All that permits to 
conclude that a unique picture is obtained for the hadron processes at high 
and superhigh energies on the basis of the model of hadron interaction 
which makes allowance for the nucleon structure at long distances. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of Theore
tical Physics, JINR. 
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